
BESTS POINTS OF SIDNEY LUMETS 12 ANGRY MEN

Sidney Lumet's feature debut is a superbly written, dramatically effective . Top Critic. Although it may sound ungallant,
these 12 Angry Men, are all right without thinking, rational discourse, and civility - all of the best things about mankind.

Prince of the City is the more sophisticated film â€” in its treatment of time, for instance. Juror 12 reverts his
vote, making the vote 8â€”4. Many critics either lament the death of Hollywood or constantly refer to the great
dearth of talent out there. The ceiling becomes visible in many shots and the walls close in, exaggerating the
claustrophobia of the environment and increasing the tension. In the jury room, some jurors make veiled
references to "these people. In planning the movie, he says, a "lens plot" occurred to him: To make the room
seem smaller as the story continued, he gradually changed to lenses of longer focal lengths, so that the
backgrounds seemed to close in on the characters. I do not want to spoil the film, though I'm not sure it really
counts as a spoiler for a film that was released in  The movie was shot in New York and, with the exception of
its star, Henry Fonda, was cast with actors, the eleven other jurorsâ€”an all-star roster of character actors,
including E. Once the verdict is delivered, they are unlikely to see one another again. Juror 3 is infuriated, and
Juror 8 accuses him of being a sadistic public avenger. Make the ceiling feel lower, make it seem as if the
walls are closing in on them. No dialogue. Silhouetted against leaded windows showing onto a Boston winter,
Galvin wears his coat inside. What if your piece needs a sumptuousness and a sensuousness as part of its
dramatic meaning? The reason for it was very simpleâ€”I used up all the money for extras on the first show
and on the second show I needed a crowd of fifty and I could only afford twenty people so I gave them
umbrellas which spread everybody out [laughs]. They are strangers, after all; even their names are withheld.
Do you think there is a cinematic movement in America coming to compete with the French New Wave?
Advertisement But it is not about solving the crime. The other men slowly become convinced, with the most
prejudiced holdouts hanging on until the end. Spent all his time with the art director trying to figure out beams
and girders to cut down the sides of the screen, and how to isolate what he wanted. The amount of work done
in any day depends on so many factors. We only know them by their juror numbers. At the beginning, many
of the jurors see the defendant as something less than human. It is significant that a criminal crime jury
exemplifies the constitutional principle that nobody should be imprisoned or suffer a penalty for a crime
unless they have been found guilty of committing this crime by their peers. He appears to be a rather simple
man and he seems not to be aware of the full complexity of his task but he is trying hard to hide this fact from
the other jurors. Many fine directorsâ€”Huston, Wilder, Bergman, Welles, Kubrickâ€”either write their own
screenplays or collaborate extensively with others on scripts. The base of the crane the dolly had thirteen
different positions moving in and about the small set. Again, almost the entire film takes place in the jury
room. This unorthodox courtroom drama tells the story of twelve members of the jury who have to fulfill their
civic duty of deciding if a young man from the slums was guilty of stabbing his father to death.


